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Abstract: We present an integrated docking environment that allows for iterative and
interactive detailed analysis of many docking solutions. All docking information is stored in
an ORACLE database. New scoring schemes (e.g. target-specific scoring functions) as well
as various types of filters can be easily defined and tested within this environment.
As an example application we investigated the validity of the following hypothesis: If a
docking procedure can lead to enrichments significantly better than random then a bias
towards (partially) correct placements should be detectable. Such bias in terms of a
preference for certain interacting groups within the active site can be used to select a set of
receptor-based pharmacophore constraints, which in turn might be used to enhance the docking procedure.
As a proof of concept for this approach we performed docking studies on three targets: thrombin, the cyclin-dependent
kinase 2 (CDK2) and the angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE). We docked a set of known active compounds with
standard FlexX and derived three sets of target-specific receptor-based pharmacophore constraints by statistical analysis
of the predicted placements. Applying these receptor-based constraints in a virtual screening protocol utilizing FlexXPharm led to significantly improved enrichments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual screening of large libraries of compounds has
become a routine task in the drug discovery process [1–4].
The steadily increasing compute power makes it not only
possible to apply fast filter criteria, but also to screen many
more compounds using molecular docking methods in a
reasonable time [5, 6]. Current docking tools such as
AutoDock [7], DOCK [8, 9], FlexX [10, 11], FRED [12],
Glide [13], and GOLD [14, 15] are able to predict ligand
placements with sufficient accuracy and speed. However, the
scoring, and therefore rank-ordering, of the predicted
placements is still an open problem for docking [5, 6, 16,
17]. Several different scoring functions have been suggested
(see [18] for a recent review), which demonstrate advantages
for different types of target proteins and, more generally, for
different modes of application. Progress has been made by
applying filters to rule out obviously wrong placements [19].
Also, techniques that combine different scoring functions
simultaneously in a consensus scoring scheme [20–23] or
combine terms of different scoring functions [24, 25] were
shown to improve performance. All of these approaches try
to find a universal scoring method that works for all kinds of
protein-ligand complexes. Alternatively, it is also possible to
tailor the scoring function to a specific target. Target-specific
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scoring functions are quite attractive, especially as the
available data for particular targets and target families grows
within pharmaceutical companies as well as through
academic research. Beyond adapting the scoring function,
one can incorporate additional knowledge about the target
active site [26–29]. Traditionally, pharmacophores are
derived from and are defined on the ligand side. Now
though, increasing understanding about the nature of active
sites allows the derivation of valuable information about
interaction counter-groups in the target. There are several
approaches for analyzing an active site in order to identify
favorable interactions or possible pharmacophore countergroups (i.e. those groups of atoms in the target, which form
interactions with the pharmacophoric groups on the ligand)
[16, 30–34]. The most important interactions can be selected
as so-called receptor-based pharmacophore constraints and
applied as a post-processing filter to eliminate undesirable
ligand placements and refine the results of a docking
calculation. More effectively, these constraints can be
applied during the docking process to reject misplacements
of the ligand as early as possible, enabling a speed-up in the
calculation and the generation of novel placements [26, 27].
One rational approach to gain sufficient insight necessary for
creating a target-specific scoring function or set of receptorbased pharmacophore constraints, is to carry out an iterative
and interactive detailed analysis of docking solutions. Since
output from docking tools is normally in flat file format,
such analysis is tedious if not impossible. A large amount of
parsing is required, the process is error prone, and
© 2004 Bentham Science Publishers Ltd.
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Fig. (1). Overview of Docking Environment. The ORACLE database is the central building block of the docking environment. It contains
all input data (ligands, targets), the configuration of the virtual experiments and all docking information. The computing nodes in the cluster
access the database directly to fetch their input and to store their results. The Seeker fetches the results via Structured Query Language (SQL)
queries from the database. The 2D or 3D visualization is launched from the GUI. The definition of virtual experiments and filters can be done
interactively from the Seeker. The filters affect the database queries during the interactive analysis. For screening runs they can be applied
before storing the data in the database or even during docking (e.g. receptor-based pharmacophore constraints).

consistency is hard to maintain. Therefore, a fully integrated
virtual screening platform [35, 36] would certainly be of
great benefit. We developed an integrated docking
environment, which facilitates the detailed analysis of many
predicted placements and which supports rapid prototyping
of novel scoring schemes (see Fig. (1)). A key step is to store
all docking information in a database. The data can be
viewed by interactively controllable spread sheets from
which 2D and 3D viewers can easily be launched. New
combinations of scoring terms as well as various types of
filters can be defined and directly employed in this
environment. The filters can be made persistent and applied
as an integral part of large scale virtual screening runs.
The main components of our docking environment (Fig.
(1)) comprise an ORACLE database [37] for storing all
docking data, a modified version of FlexX [10, 11] that is
able to access the database directly, and a graphical user
interface (GUI) known as Seeker (for a schematic of the
GUI, see Fig. (2)). The Seeker not only facilitates interactive
analysis of docking results, it also represents the front-end to
the database and allows easy access and handling of all
database objects that are relevant in this environment.
Furthermore, it supports the assembly and control of docking
jobs, which may be performed in parallel on a compute
cluster. The back-end compute engine constitutes an
extension to FlexX, which interfaces to ORACLE and the

Seeker, written in Python [38]. We also developed a general
purpose Python interface for FlexX, called PyFlexX that
provides all FlexX menu commands as functions in a
number of Python modules.
Several applications for this integrated docking
environment can be envisioned. For example, within the
environment the user may readily:
• investigate the specifics of a novel target by analyzing

dockings of a set of known active compounds and
inactive compounds (training set)
• tailor a scoring function to a specific target (family)
• define and test thresholds for scoring (i.e. define filters)
• derive receptor-based pharmacophore constraints
• specifically analyze combinatorial libraries, aimed at

selecting potent sublibraries
• evaluate a supplier database, aimed at selecting

auspicious compounds for purchase.
In this paper, as an example application, we focus on the
aspect of deriving receptor-based pharmacophore constraints, which may be used as a target-specific filter in virtual
screening. The constraints are extracted by a statistical
analysis of docking calculations. To this end the following
workflow is applied:
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Ranks in subsets
Target
a) Thrombin (1dwd)

b) CDK2 (1di8)

c) ACE (1o86)

Position

Residue

Number

Atom

Avg. count

Highest

Lowest

Average

Pharm

1.

Gly

2.

Asp

219

O

8881.4

1

1

1.00

opt.

189

OD2

8548.9

2

2

2.00

opt.

3.

Asp

189

OD1

8041.1

3

3

3.00

opt.

4.

Gly

216

(N)H

5493.0

4

4

4.00

opt.

5.

Ser

195

OG

3407.0

5

5

5.00

6.

Gly

216

O

3338.0

5

5

5.00

1.

Leu

83

(N)H

3994.7

1

1

1.00

ess.

2.

Leu

83

O

3039.1

2

2

2.00

opt.

3.

Glu

81

O

1590.9

3

4

3.10

opt.

4.

Gln

131

O

1338.4

3

4

3.90

5.

Ile

10

O

714.7

5

5

5.00

6.

His

84

O

654.8

5

5

5.00

1.

Zn

701

Zn

7479.4

1

1

1.00

ess.

2.

Tyr

523

(O)H

4310.2

2

2

2.00

opt.

3.

Gln

281

NE2

3381.6

3

3

3.00

opt.

4.

Lys

511

NZ

2953.6

4

4

4.00

opt.

5.

His

353

NE2

2826.0

5

5

5.00

6.

Tyr

520

(O)H

2754.0

5

5

5.00

Table I: Frequency-sorted list of target amino acid atoms and hetero-atoms (metal ion in ACE) participating in interactions to active
compounds (including FlexX interaction types “metal”, “H-donor” and “H-acceptor” only) for (a) thrombin, (b) CDK2, and (c) ACE. Atoms
are in PDB notation; a parenthesized (O) is meant to clarify that the oxygen is the phenolic O, a parenthesized (N) signifies that the N-bound
hydrogen is involved in the respective H-bonds. In both cases, the hydrogen, not the O or N, respectively, is involved in the interaction. The
table shows the six top ranking interactions, which are specified by the residue name, the residue number and the interacting atom. The
average number of counts, the highest and the lowest rank and the average rank within all ten subsets are listed (see Section 3.3). Pharm
signifies which category of FlexX-Pharm constraints we have chosen for the respective interaction.

1. A set of known active compounds is docked with
FlexX. Information about all generated placements for all
active compounds (which includes information about the
intermolecular interactions) is stored in the database.
2. A particular query to the database produces statistics
regarding individual intermolecular interactions.
3. Based on the statistics, receptor-based pharmacophore
constraints are extracted from inspection of the most
commonly encountered interactions.
4. A library of compounds is docked with FlexX-Pharm
[26, 27] including the extracted constraints.
The motivation for this computational experiment is the
following hypothesis: If docking methods do not produce
any reasonable placements, it is unlikely that any significant
prioritization of active vs. inactive compounds can be achieved. However, significant enrichments over random have
been reported time and again [4, 24, 39]. Furthermore, reproduction of crystal structures for the majority of cases on
benchmark data are commonplace [10, 15, 25, 40]. Therefore, we may assume a certain bias towards reasonable
placements. Simple statistics should be able to reveal such
bias in docking data.

As an initial test case we docked thrombin inhibitors into
the Protein Database (PDB) [41] structure 1dwd and simply
counted the hydrogen interactions formed by all the
placements generated with FlexX with each particular target
atom within the active site (Tab. (I)). The residues that form
the S1 specificity pocket (Gly 219, Asp 189, Gly 216) scored
highest followed by Ser 195 from the catalytic triad, which is
the only amino acid of the three that is in direct contact with
the ligand [42–44]. Supported by such initial evidence, we
applied the full workflow outlined above to three targets:
thrombin, the cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (CDK2) and the
angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE). As a proof of concept we compared our findings with the current literature
consensus and calculated the enrichments of virtual screening runs with and without the receptor-based pharmacophore constraints in FlexX-Pharm.
Thrombin is critical in controlling the blood clotting process. The development of thrombin inhibitors is therefore, of
great interest for improving treatments for thromboses and
following cardiac infarction or surgery.
It has long been known that CDK2 plays an important
role in regulating the cell cycle [45]. Due to the relationship
between CDK2-activity and the rate of cell division [46, 47],
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Fig. (2). Schematic of the Seeker GUI: The main seeker window contains the data tree (upper left Area, “Projects Area”), which represents
the objects in the database, and a spread sheet that visualizes the docking results (upper right area, “Placement Table”). The columns can be
sorted interactively, and new columns may be inserted by combining the already existing columns or by adding own data (not shown). The
filter definition part is shown on the left hand side. FlexV visualization facilities (lower right) are used for interactive 3D display; interactions
can be viewed in detail. For a full screen shot, please refer to http://www.biosolveit.de/ddb/gui.

medicinal-chemical research around CDK2 is prominent in
the field of anticancer treatment.
ACE is known to play a key role in the regulation of
cardiovascular and renal functions [48], as well as fertility
[49]. Today, research on ACE inhibitors is mostly relevant in
the context of the therapy of high blood pressure, because it
catalyzes the conversion of angiotensin I to angiotensin II,
the latter causing an increase in blood pressure [42].
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Method Calibration and Pharmacophore Extraction
For the three target protein structures, sets of
pharmacophore constraints have been derived by docking
known active compounds and subsequent data analysis.
Assuming that the more often an atom in the target forms
interactions with atoms from active compounds in the
docking solutions, the more relevant this atom is as a
pharmacophore counter-group, we analyzed the following:
Given a subset of known active compounds, determine the
frequencies of interactions with individual pharmacophore
counter-groups on the target. In order to ascertain statistical
significance, this process has been performed ten times, for

ten differently and randomly composed subsets. More details
can be found in the experimental section below (see Section
3.3). The interaction frequencies for the six top-ranking
interactions for each target can be seen in Tab. (I).
a. Thrombin
For thrombin the database query (see the experimental
section below) delivered a clearly distinguishable set of three
most frequent interactions followed by a fourth slightly less
frequent interaction on Gly 216 (Tab. (Ia)). Considering the
ranks “highest/lowest” for positions 5. and 6., it may appear
puzzling that the same entries may occur multiple times in
different lines. This is actually due to the fact that the
respective interactions are not “served” in every subset of
our split-up in groups for the statistical analysis (see Section
3.3 for more details on this). We therefore, ruled out such
interactions as not sufficiently relevant for a receptor-based
pharmacophore constraint.
For this initial test, we decided to define all interactions
as “optional” constraints, but demanded at least two of them
must be fulfilled. Further, one has to be aware of the fact that
sometimes there is an ambiguity in the assignment of
interaction surfaces: For example, the setup of interaction
geometries for carboxylate oxygens is such that each oxygen
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has two surfaces with which to interact — corresponding to
the two lone pairs. In FlexX, these surfaces are distinguished
by the labels 0 and 1. This fact has to be taken into account
when defining the phamacophore constraints. For both
oxygen atoms of Asp 189, we chose the surfaces labelled 1,
because these were the ones pointing towards the active site.
b. CDK2
Similarly to the case above, we stopped at position 4.
when considering putative pharmacophore constraints,
because both Ile 10 and His 84 do not make interactions in
all of our subsets (Tab. (Ib)).
Visual inspection also revealed that residue Gln 131 lies
at the rim of the binding pocket (see the visualization part in
Fig. (2)) and it is therefore reasonable to refrain from
employing it as a constraint. The most frequently occurring
interaction (the H-donor interaction on the Leu 83 nitrogen
atom) has been defined as an “essential” pharmacophore
constraint. Additionally, interactions on the two Glu 81 and
Leu 83 oxygen atoms served as “optional” constraints.
The resulting set of constraints reached using this process
has been documented as a useful pharmacophore definition
before [27, 50] and is in fact also consistent with crystal data
[51, 52]. The CDK2 receptor-based pharmacophore constraints are depicted in Fig. (3).
c. ACE
The ligand-based pharmacophore of ACE inhibitors
dictates a constellation containing an acidic group, a
carbonyl group and a zinc-complexing group [53, 54]. Since
the publication of the respective 3D-target structure dates
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back only a few months [55], it is not yet clear which
interacting groups on the target represent the pharmacophore
counter-groups.
As for the two preceding cases, we only looked at
positions 1. – 4. of our statistics in Tab. (Ic) and discarded
all subsequent atoms. Positions 2. – 4. in Tab. (Ic) are well
separated from position 1. which is why we decided to
include interactions to them (Tyr 523, Gln 281 and Lys 511)
in our pharmacophore constraint set as “optional” constraints. At least two out of those had to be fulfilled. In
contrast to these, the average frequency count produced the
interaction with zinc as the leading interaction. Hence, we
defined position 1. as an “essential” pharmacophore constraint.
The X-ray complex with Lisinopril (LPR) as found in the
PDB (code 1o86) reveals that the zinc atom is coordinated
by one of the two carboxylic groups of LPR (O3/O2). Let us
consider this choice in a bit more detail: Considering the
O–O-distance O(H)Tyr523–O3LPR is 2.8 Å, it becomes clear
that there must be an interaction of LPR with the phenol
function of Tyr 523. The Gln 281 forms a hydrogen bridge to
one of the LPR carboxylate groups, namely the one
connected to the substituted pyrrolidine ring. The second
oxygen of the same carboxylate function finally finds a
counter-group in an NE2-bound hydrogen from Lys 511. So,
the pharmacophore constraints derived above are in
accordance with the H-bonding pattern encountered in the
only available crystal structure of ACE in the literature so
far. The derived pharmacophore constraint set is highlighted
in Fig. (4) of the receptor in complex with LPR.

Fig. (3). CDK2: Extracted receptor-based pharmacophore constraints (red: H-acceptors, white: H-donor), the ligand DTQ is plotted in green,
Leu 83 forms both donor- and acceptor interactions.
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Fig. (4). ACE: Extracted receptor-based pharmacophore constraints (white: H-donor interactions). The metal interaction on the

zinc atom is represented by the blue sphere.
2.2. Screening Runs and Enrichments
In all three cases, we registered an improvement of the
enrichment between FlexX (without the receptor-based
pharmacophore constraints) and FlexX-Pharm (with the
constraints), most significantly for thrombin (Figs. (5) to
(7)). Due to the fact that we apply all pharmacophore
filtering during the actual docking, the ligands which do not
comply with the constraints are not placed at all. For all
cases there is a small fraction of active compounds which
cannot be docked with standard FlexX. Spot checks give a
hint that this may be partly due to wrongly defined or
assigned ligand atom types. When docking under constraints
with FlexX-Pharm, a larger fraction of active compounds
cannot be docked (this can for example be seen in the ACE
and CDK2 enrichment plots at around 40% of the sorted list
of library compounds screened).
The reason for this is simply because these active
compounds do not fit the constraints applied. In order to find
a set of constraints that all active compounds may fulfill, a
stricter, more detailed analysis of the interaction statistics
could be carried out. However, care must also be taken not to
over-fit the data. It may also be the case that using FlexX, no
such set of constraints can be found. This illustrates the risk
that must be considered in this process; a balance must be
found between the effort involved to derive the required
information and the profit gained at the end of the process.
In the following, we will use the term “enrichment
factor” e(x)
(1)

as the fraction with x being the percentage of the ranked
database subset. So, the enrichment factor reflects the gain in
the ability to select active compounds compared to the
random scenario. The x-axis in the plots has been plotted
logarithmically to emphasize the “interesting” regions which
lie at the very beginning of an enrichment plot.
a. Thrombin A significant improvement in enrichment
between FlexX and FlexX-Pharm was found for this target
(see Fig. (5)). Especially in the early percentage of the
ranked database subset around one percent, the enrichment
factor lies at around 55 compared to ≈ 30 before.
b. CDK2 The result is similar but not that pronounced for
the CDK2 target. Here, enrichment factors of around 15 are
reached early in the sampled ranked database subset at
around one percent (see the plot in Fig. (6)) while there is
clearly a nice improvement up to around 40% of the ranked
database subset.
c. ACE Seen from an a priori point of view, it appears
particularly difficult to improve the already good enrichment
for FlexX as seen in Fig. (7). For example, at one percent of
all screened compounds, the enrichment factor is at about 40.
In fact, there is only slight but apparent amelioration with the
derived set of pharmacophore constraints. Again looking at
the one percent mark, the enrichment factor rises to about 42.
The higher quality of the enrichment is basically maintained
until the cut-off, where no more active compounds were
docked.
All in all, the enrichment plots show a consistent
improvement obtained with the derived set of pharmacophore constraints. This result lends confidence to the
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Fig. (5). Thrombin enrichments with and without receptor-based pharmacophore constraints. Plotted is the percentage of active compounds
found with respect to percentage of data screened (logarithmic scale).

Fig. (6). CDK2 enrichments with and without pharmacophore definitions. Plotted is the percentage of active compounds found with respect to
percentage of data screened (logarithmic scale).
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Fig. (7). ACE enrichments with and without pharmacophore definitions. Plotted is the percentage of active compounds found
with respect to percentage of data screened (logarithmic scale).
pharmacophore constraint selection procedure and also
validates the underlying assumption that docking results are
actually biased towards more physically meaningful placements.

scenario is enormous and, even worse, makes the whole
process rather error prone.

3. METHODS

In order to overcome the above problems, and with the
further aim of enabling the detection of Structure Activity
Relationships (SAR) and relevant features for ligand binding
from docking data, we developed an integrated environment
that supports the entire virtual screening workflow (see Fig.
(1)). The environment consists of three main components
which are dealt with in detail here; the database, a modified
FlexX version and the Seeker, all “glued” together with
Python [38] as an interfacing language.

3.1. Docking
3.1.1. Background and Current Problems
Molecular docking tools are still not reliable enough to
be used as black box filters. A lot of manual preparation has
to be done before a successful virtual screening may be
expected. Typically, after having prepared the target structure, a small test set of ligands (known active compounds
plus randomly selected compounds) is docked to optimize
various parameters and to potentially tune the scoring, e.g.
by re-scoring or post-filtering. The obvious aim of this
process is to learn about the specifics of the particular target
and to improve the enrichment in subsequent screening runs.
This is an interactive and iterative process requiring considerable analysis and experience.
Various tools are used not only to prepare the input and
run the docking, but also to visualize and analyze the results.
Also re-scoring and post-filtering of solutions is often done
externally with separate tools. In addition, the amount of
data involved in such a setup may become rather large and
complex. Files are oftentimes the only means of data
exchange yet originate in different locations. The ligands
might be fetched from a library whereas target information,
scripts, and output are frequently stored in other separate
locations. The docking predictions are usually dumped as
flat file output requiring a lot of parsing in order to be at all
accessible to analysis. Even with the most meticulous
bookkeeping, the risk of inconsistency in the data in such a

3.1.2. Integrated Environment

a. The Database
An ORACLE database [37] provides the central building
block of the docking environment. The advantages of using a
central database are manifold: First of all, the approach
guarantees consistency by unique reference. Then, due to the
structured storage of the docking information in the database
schema, no parsing is necessary when analyzing the
computed placements. The restriction to only a few topranking solutions becomes unnecessary. All information
about all placements including all scoring parameters and the
actual 3D coordinates of the placements are stored in the
database. Moreover, reasonable solutions but ones that
originally ranked low percolate up to the top in re-scoring
experiments frequently. Also, the computational results are
all reproducible, because the complete setup, down to the
version number of the executable is stored as well. This is
especially helpful if additional ligands need to be added at a
later date.
The database scheme has been optimized to gain efficient
access to the information about the predicted placements; for
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example an overview of which intermolecular interactions
are formed may be neatly arranged in several tables. In
contrast, the input files are stored en bloc without further
decomposition. Often databases are used to store edited data
persistently in the long term. Note that we utilize the
database here in a slightly different manner, since we store
raw data for later analysis and use the database mainly for
bookkeeping, structured deposition, and integrated analysis.
Detailed docking results are expected to be kept only for the
life time of a particular project. As a consequence, the rate of
data generation during the docking, and the amount of data
that has to be scanned for analysis is rather large. This was
taken into account in the database setup, mainly via a
provision of large main memory of the database server and
fast hard disk access. In addition, the data distribution in the
database tables may change rapidly due to its more
temporary nature. This causes problems for an automated
optimization of queries to the database. This effect is still
under investigation.
b. The Database Interface
The database interfaces are written in Python [38].
Python is an open-source, cross-platform, full-featured
programming language, which can be used for both high
level object-oriented programming and simple scripting. For
the latter reason it was found to be a suitable replacement for
the current proprietary FlexX scripting language. To this
end, we developed a Python module, called PyFlexX, that
provides all FlexX commands as Python functions. The
PyFlexX functions are wrapped around the original Cfunctions using shared memory between Python and C. This
allows for easy combination of the complete FlexX functionality with other Python modules without losing any of the
speed of the computation. PyFlexX is part of the current
FlexX release. Using Python, it is very easy to combine
FlexX functionality with additional external modules, which
are numerous in the area of chemical informatics (see http://
www.chempython.org for a comprehensive overview). Finally, PyFlexX forms an ideal basis for rapid prototyping of
workflows.
The FlexX database interface is also based on PyFlexX.
We have extended the capabilities of FlexX to read its input
directly from and store the results directly into the ORACLE
database [37]. In principle, the data output of the FlexX
command DOCKING/LISTALL is stored in the database;
this comprises all scoring terms, the total score, the different
overlapping volumes, and all necessary detail about formed
interactions that enable the calculation of a score for the
interaction. Besides the terms of the original FlexX scoring
function [11], additional scoring terms related to the
functions ChemScore [56], DrugScore [57], PLP [58, 59]
and terms of the Tripos force field [60] are also provided.
c. The Seeker
The Seeker, which is written in Python too, has several
functions: Firstly it forms the front end for the database. In
this capacity it enables viewing, importing, and exporting
data to and from the database while relieving the user of the
burden of directly formulating lengthy SQL statements. No
detailed knowledge about the database scheme is necessary.
Secondly, Seeker is the GUI for the docking program. The
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user can assemble docking experiments interactively, view
the current status of docking runs, and control these jobs.
Thirdly, it is the browser for docking results. The data can be
analyzed by interactive spread sheets that allow for sorting,
showing and hiding of arbitrary columns. Also, new columns
can be added by combining other columns (see for example
the placement table in the top right of the schematic in Fig.
(2)). Filters can be applied to scoring terms and interaction
patterns. In this way rapid prototyping of novel scoring
functions derived from the given raw docking data is
possible. Visualization is provided by 2D and 3D viewers
(see lower right of Fig. (2)). FlexV functions as our 3D
viewer, particularly as it is capable of highlighting certain
interactions of interest.
3.2. Data Preparation
3.2.1. Protein Structures
Docking with FlexX requires the user to define the active
site. This may be done based on the coordinates of a
complexed ligand. Further definition of protonation and
tautomeric states of the amino acids, based on default
templates is also required. Finally, the torsional angles of
hydroxyl groups of serine and threonine, and the hydrogen
position of histidine side chains have to be provided by the
user. For the cases presented here chemically reasonable
hydrogen bonding patterns were obvious. Side chains of
lysine and arginine are protonated, asparagine and glutamine
carboxylate groups are deprotonated [10].
For all targets, the active sites were determined by
including all atoms within a distance of 6.5 Å from the atoms
of the complexed ligand, no water was included, whereas
metal atoms were always kept in the protein description. We
shall give further target-specific details below.
Thrombin As an initial test we took the already prepared
input data for thrombin from the FlexX-200 test set [10].
Redocking was successful with the best-ranked solution
exhibiting an RMS value of 1.7 Å, and the placement with
smallest RMS (0.8 Å) at rank 2.
CDK2 Though there is a variety of CDK2 structures
available from the PDB, we have arbitrarily selected the
structure with PDB code 1di8. This is a complex structure
with DTQ (4-[3-hydroxyanilino]-6,7-dimethoxyquinazoline).
Redocking DTQ into CDK2 does not pose problems: The
best-ranked solution exhibited an RMS value of 1.3 Å, the
best RMS appears on rank 9 with 0.9 Å.
ACE Only recently the first ACE structure (in complex
with the inhibitor Lisinopril (LPR)) has been deposited in the
PDB (code: 1o86) [55]. It exhibits a tube-shaped cavity as its
active site. All ligand-related operations in this context will
refer to LPR. When redocking LPR, the base fragment
placement was restricted to a pocket of 4.5 Å radius around
LPR atoms to avoid unreasonable placements at the rim of
the pocket. For the same reason we removed the Arg 522
residue from the pocket definition. It too is located at the rim
of the pocket and because of its three charged guanidino
functions, docking solutions would tend to cluster around
this residue. This is a commonly recognized problem with
Arg residues when docking in FlexX. Explicitly defined
tautomeric forms of histidines have been used for His 383
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and His 387 after visual inspection, such that the histidines
correctly complex the Zn ion. Finally, two hydrogen-related
torsional angles have been set as to optimize the hydrogen
bond pattern: Tyr 520 and Ser 516. All other amino acid
templates have been left in their respective default states.
LPR was extracted from the PDB structure and cleaned up
manually. The subsequent optimization of the conformation
prior to docking was computed with the Tripos force field
[60] as implemented in FlexX. To check the validity of all
preprocessing, we redocked Lisinopril into the 3D structure.
The top ranked ligand conformation exhibited an RMS value
of 1.0 Å. The best RMS was found at rank 2 with 0.9 Å. All
three re-dockings confirm that the targets are well-specified
for docking and the applied algorithms and the scoring
function are appropriate.
3.2.2. Ligands
All information on active compounds were collected
from the literature. The set of thrombin inhibitors [61–63]
taken as the set of active compounds has already been used
in former docking studies [4, 24, 61]. We obtained 72 known
inhibitors as the active compounds for CDK2 from the
literature [64–69]. The known ACE inhibitors were taken
from ref. [70] and used as the active compound set. Similarly
to thrombin, this set had been employed in earlier virtual
screening studies [4].
As the library of diverse compounds considered to be
active, we used the Bionet library [71], which is freely
available and consists of approximately 34000 screening
compounds. The protonation of all Bionet ligands was made
according to FlexX defaults (acids are deprotonated, only
tertiary amines are protonated). Prior to all screening we
have ensured zero overlap between the Bionet library and the
respective set of known active compounds for each case. All
compounds were subject to 3D-coordinate generation with
Corina version 3.0 [72].
3.3. Statistical Analysis
FlexX predicts several placements for each docked
ligand, and the placement with minimum RMSD is not
always top-ranked. Frequently however, many reasonable
placements lie somewhere among the ones produced. We
assume that a slight bias towards good (partial) placements
should be reflected by a bias to match individual important
interactions. Therefore, we counted how often (in how many
of the all the generated placements) a particular interaction
with a target atom was formed. The counting was done for a
number of known active compounds for the target and
iterated for every interacting atom in the active site of the
target and over all predicted solutions. In order to ascertain
statistical significance, we randomly selected subsets of
active compounds and performed the analysis ten times with
different subsets. In Tab. (I), the output is listed by the
average counts resulting in the respective positions;
comparing all subsets we have traced the highest and lowest
ranks within all ten subsets. If an interaction did not occur at
all in a subset, we did not consider it as a pharmacophore
constraint. Note that, in such a way, all highest/lowest ranks
for two interactions can emerge the same. A priori, i.e.
without having taken into account any results beforehand,
only hydrogen donors/acceptors and metal interactions (as
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defined in FlexX) were taken into account. The former are
included because they are “spatially selective”. Because
metals are of crucial importance for coordination chemistry,
we included this type of interaction as well. All other
interaction types were neglected in the analysis. The subsets
each contained 58 out of 68 active compounds for thrombin,
60 out of 72 in the case of CDK2, and 50 out of 58 in the
case of ACE, respectively. This choice offered a balanced
trade-off between information content and diversity within
the subsets.
3.4. Docking and Screening
For all dockings we used the Python module of FlexX
version 1.12.3. FlexX-Pharm is an integrated module of this
FlexX version, and allows the inclusion of receptor-based
pharmacophore constraints in the active site. FlexX-Pharm
determines, which partially built docking solutions can
potentially obey these constraints. Solutions that will not
obey the constraints are deleted as early as possible, often
even before actually docking the ligand. This decreases the
calculation time and enables new docking solutions to
emerge. More technical details about the algorithms used in
FlexX [11, 61, 73, 74] and FlexX-Pharm [26] have been
described.
Throughout the docking procedures standard parameters
were used. The ligands were provided in multi-mol2 format.
Formal charges were assigned automatically by FlexX and
distributed across delocalized systems. Corina version 3.0
[72] was used to generate multiple ring conformations during
docking. Empirical scoring functions were used to score the
placements. The standard FlexX function [11], which is
closely related to the Böhm function [75], was used for the
initial test with Thrombin and for ACE. For CDK2 we used
the ScreenScore [24] because is known to work better for
rather hydrophobic targets like CDK2.
For all targets, the active compounds were merged with
the Bionet library [71] and all ligands were docked into the
respective target structures. The compounds were ranked
according to their docking score and the accumulated
percentage of known inhibitors was plotted against the
percentage of the ranked database subset (see (Figs. (5) to
(7)). The screening was done both with and without the
derived receptor-based pharmacophore constraints in order
to evaluate their effect on the enrichment.
All calculations were performed on a 20-node LinuX
cluster (10 Athlon MP 2000+ double processor machines,
2GB, SuSE 8.0). For the ORACLE server we employed an
Athlon MP 1800+ double processor machine with 4 GB
RAM using SuSE 8.1 [76], ORACLE 9.2i [37], and a RAID 1
system with a net capacity of 240 GB. All machines are
connected via a 100 MBit fast Ethernet and access the same
NFS.
4. SUMMARY
This work describes recent extensions to the molecular
docking program FlexX. Based on the FlexX python module,
PyFlexX, which allows for easy handling and rapid
prototyping of automatized workflows, we implemented an
integrated docking environment for FlexX.

The FlexX Database Docking Environment

The central element of this environment is an ORACLE
database, in which all necessary input data, the configuration
of the docking runs, and the complete information about all
predicted placements are stored. This structured storage of
the solutions allows for easy detailed interactive and iterative
analysis of the results. The docking environment facilitates
rapid experimentation with various filters and different
scoring terms in order to improve the enrichment on a given
test set. The derived target-specific scoring function can be
made persistent and used for subsequent large virtual
screening runs.
As an example application, we extracted receptor-based
pharmacophore constraints for the targets thrombin, CDK2,
and ACE. We used the integrated docking environment to
derive target-specific constraints by statistical analysis of
ligand-target interaction counts based on the generated
placements. By means of this relatively simple statistical
analysis, we found valuable insights in the binding behavior
and were able to extract pharmacophore constraints that
further significantly improved the enrichment in the virtual
screening run. The advantage of this procedure becomes
clear for the ACE target. Here, only one complex has been
crystallized so far, but a considerable number of active
inhibitors are known. Using these inhibitors, a receptorbased constraint hypothesis could be derived that in fact
improved the already good enrichment obtained from
screening. This set of pharmacophore constraints is not
based on comparison of several crystal structures (which are
not available in case of ACE) but on a virtual docking study
and a simple statistical analysis. Summarizing, the process of
extracting target-specific information for enhancing virtual
screening may be achieved in a more rational, efficient, and
consistent fashion using the new FlexX database docking
environment.
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